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Dear Sir or Madam, 

Schedule 2 to the Minutes of the 
Development Permit Panel 
meeting held on Wednesday, 
July 29, 2020. 

JINGWEI SONG <jingwei_song@yahoo.com> 
July 16, 2020 6:19 PM 
CityClerk 

Please do not permit the development application - DP 18-837117 

I am one of the owners of Park Residences Tower B - 7333 Murdoch Ave., Richmond. I am writing to 
comment on the application of DP 18-837117. 

I got a Notice of Developemt Permit for File: DP 18-837117 by mail today. 

After having carefully read the notice, I and my family, we would like to suggest you do not pe1mit this 
application. 

The proposed construction of a multiple-family residential development with two 15-storey high-rise buildings 
and a nine-storey mid-rise building is not a good idea because at this location, there have already been already 
two high-rise buildings with more than 200 units next to the proposed construction, which are Park Residences 
tower A & B on Murdoch Ave. The proposed construction is too close to these two buildings, therefore will 
cause the following effects and dangers to all the residents in these two buildings, especially our building B - it 
is right loacted at the corner of Murdoch Ave and Mah Bing Street. 

1. What will happen to the settlement in the soil at this area when there are going to be three more buildings 
constructing? I can't imagine, it could be dangerous as Richmond has really been considered as a high risk 
city for earthquakes! As a resident, I am highly worried that this project will increase the possibility of 

instability and danger Lt of staying at my home. 

2. Construction Noises and Dusts. During the construction, I am sure we will be bearing noises and dusts. We 
could not even open our building! And of course we cannot enjoy our balconies either. 

3. More crowded Traffic. The coming 232 units will definitely bring more traffics. I can't imagine what will 
happen at the rush hour every morning, too many cars are going out at the same time, and there are only two 
way out. It would be a disaster! 

4. Increasing Maintenance Costs and Lower Rents for owners who rent their homes out. 
If the application is permitted, there will be more buildings, this means the supply of rental apaiiments at this 
area is increasing. As a result, rents could be lowered. This is such a bad news for oweners of Park Residences 
Tower Buildings who rent out their homes. And the property insurance might also be increased due to a higher 
risk of earthquake. 

So, as a owner and resident, I highly suggest that you do not permit this application! 

Thank you! 

Sincerely, 
Jessy 
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